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UNIFORM ALGEBRAS WITH UNBOUNDED 
FUNCTIONS* 
by Frank T. Birtel 
Forewor.cl: Most of the theorems in this article appear without proof. 
References for publislled results and credits are included in the notes at the 
end. Certain papers listed in the bibliography are not discussed; however, 
these are given because they do embellish the general subject, or represent 
a direction which is ignored in this exposition. 
1. Infi.oductionl 
For our purposes a function algebra on Hausdorlf space X will be a ~lni- 
formly closed subalgebra with 1 of the algebra CB(X) of bo~~nded  con- 
tinuous functions on X .  In the last fifteen years the theory of filnctiorz 
ctlgebrns (on compact spaces) has developed into a distinctive field, rich i11 
applications to classical fi~nction theory and rich in questions of interest 
freq~~ently overlooked by classical analysts. Much of this work needs and 
supplements deep results and tecl~t~iques in the theory of futlctions of several 
co~nplex variables. 
Our pilrpose is to discuss the following mol-c general algebras. 
Definition 1.1. A uizifor~tz crlgebra A on a Hausdorff space X is a sub- 
algebra of the algebra C(X) of all co~~tinuous fi~nctions on X which contains 
the identity 1 and which is co~r~plete i n  thc topology of uniform convergence 
on cornpact subsets of X . 
Developments comparable to t he aforcmcnt ioncd research i n  filnction 
algebras have not taken place i n  the st~ldy of i~niform algebras. Evcll now 
these algebras arc getting limited attention, although i t  is abundantly clear 
that h ~ r c  too there is an intimate relation to the theory of functions of 
several co~nplcx variables. Neglect is probably due in large measure to the 
primary importance in the theory of fu~iction algebras of dual argu~nents 
based on representing and orthogonal Ineasures. Uniform algebras do not 
seen1 to be tractable yet to these mctliods. 
* Tlic author wishes to acknowlctlgc his indcbtcdness to Frank Qulglcy anti William 
Mcycrs, and also wishcs to thank C. E. Rickall for making prcllminary copies of his 
papcrs ava~lablc. 
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However, thcre are scattered rcsirlts of the last decade and receritly Inore 
systematic studies which we wish to describe togetl~er with some few appli- 
cations to the struct~rre of specific uniform algebras. 
I n  what follows the reader should relate the discussioli, whenever possible, 
to the concrete cases of algebras of holotnorphic fiirictio~is 011 s~ibsets of C" . 
2. luuerse Lirl~its of Flrnctioii Algebi.as2 
Let X be a topological space. A collection Z of compact subsets of X 
satisfying: 
(2.2) Every cotlipact si~bsct I, of X is contained i n  some K E  YC, 
will be called a no1.111ing family in S. Supr-cma on K will be denoted by 
/ /  . 1,. If A is a ~inifonn algebra On X and .;//' Es a nonning family, then { / I  . 11,: ICE.%?) is a family of pseudonorms giving the topology of A .  If 
X is co~npletely regiilar and if ,:/f call be chosen countable, then the uniform 
algebra C(X)  is metrizable. If X is a-compact and locally compact, the 
existence of a countable norming family .Y' is asstired. 
Let A be a uniform algebra on X.  For Y c X denote by A,  thc cornpletiotl 
of A 1 Y in the topology of uniform conver.gencc 011 compact subsets of Y. 
If Y is cornpact, A, is the /I 1 1  ,-completion of A ]  Y. If K c  K',  then 
n(K1,  K): A I K' -+ A ]  K extends to a contin~~ous mapping i l (KJ ,  K) :  A,qp -+ A,  
with dense range. The collectioil {A,; iZ(Kf, K): K, K' E ,7f} is called a 
strongly dense inverse limit system. It follows easily that the inverse Iiinit 
of the fi~~lction algebras A, is the u~i ifor~n algebra A. Let A(A,) (or si~nply 
A,) denote the set of non-zero I~omomorphisms of A, into C and Iet A(A) 
denote the set of non-zero continuous hoino~norphisins of A into C .  Then 
(2.3) A(A) = U A(A,) (in a natural sense). 
h' E X  
Precisely, A(A) is an irijective, direct limit with mappings dual to those of 
the inverse limit system. 
Definifion 2.1. A tinifor111 algebra A is called a Frechet rrlgebrcr or 
9-algebra, if A is metrizable. 
The co~lditio~ls under which A(A) coincides with the set of all non-zero 
colnplex hotnomorpliis~ns of A are not completely known, but are lnostly 
irrelevant. It is however true, if A is a finitely generated uniforin 9-algebra. 
As usual, A(A) is topologized by the weakest topology renderiug the maps 
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continuous. A(A) is closed in the weak" topology cr(A::', A). Should A separate 
tlie points of X ,  then 
with 
S,(]) = f ( x )  for all f E A 
identilies X with a subset of A(A). j is continuous, but need not be open, 
so in general we II ILIS~ disti~lg~tisll topologically between X and j X ,  
We want to observe that if A is a unifonn algebra on X, then 
B(A) = { f  E A: I( f (1, = sup I f(x) ( < m) is a fiutlction algebra on X .  
Definition 2.2, Let A be a uniform algebra 011 X .  For compact K c  X, 
we put 
(2.6) hullA(K) = E A(A): 1 f ( $ )  I g I/ f \ I K  for all f E A) 
For an arbitrary subset Y c X ,  we put 
where K is any compact subset of Y. 
Theorem 2.1. If Y is n 0-conzpact loctillj~ cornpact silbspace of X ,  then 
M(A,) = hullA(Y), both setnlise m ~ d  topologicallj~. 
Theorem 2.2. I f . ; /% is n rzor,vzing fami ly  in X for the rril[fol.nz 9 -a lgebra  
A on X, rhei~ 2' = {hull,(K): K E / / )  is n izor-zning faiililjf for a. A is 
n ~ t r ~ i f o r n ~  9-a lgebi*n  on A(A) arlrl A is topo!ogicnlly isomorphic to a. 
3. Nat~rral  Algebrns arlrl A-Holon~orphic ~ u n c t i o n s ~  
Let X be a Hausdoril' space and A denote a subalgebra of C(X) with 
the topology of uniform convergence on cornpact subsets of X .  Followitlg 
Rickart we state: 
Definition 3.1. A pair [X,A] is a systeni if A determines the topology 
of X, i.e., if the weakest topology rendering all functions in A conti~tuous 
on X is the given topology of the space X .  
Definition 3.2. EX, A] is a r~nrrnal algebrn, if [X, A] is a system and the 
space A(A) of continuous complex homotnorpl~isms of A is X .  
One a ~ l a l o g ~ ~ e  of the Silov boundary is the Rickart boundary B[X,A]. 
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Definition 3.3. The Riclcart boutlcluiy, 2 [ X ,  A ]  of a system [ X ,  A ]  is 
{x E X  : for all compact sets K c X , 
s q! K -t x q! int (I~ull,K)). 
For IocaIly cotnpact spaces X, Definition 3.3 is equivale~lt o tlie following: 
(3.1) s E d [ X ,  A]  iff there exists a colllpact set L c X 
sirch that for all compact sets K 3 L ,  x is in tlie 
Silov boundary &A,) of the firriction algebra A,,  
The po~ilts s E X  such that, for all cotnpact sets K in X ,  x # K  implies 
x#l~ull,K are called independent points and every local peak point of A 
in  X is an independelit point. 
Theorem 3.1. Let [ X ,  A ]  be (I izatural algebra let 
X o  = hull,(X\i[X, A ] ) .  Tkert [X, ,  A 1 X,] is rr izntural algebra and 
;[xo,nlx,] = a. 
The relation between X and X o  irz case (X\3[X,A])-  = X sheds some 
light 011 this normalizatio~l procedure. X is the space of continuous complex 
homomorphisms of the algebra A I X, with the topology of uniform con- 
vergence on the trace on X ,  of compact subsets of X .  
It sho~rld be noted that local independent points (i.e., independent points 
of [ U ,  A I U ]  where U is open in C) are global independent points (i.e., 
independent points of [Z, A ] ) .  
Definition 3.4. Let [ X ,  A ]  be a natural system and let Y be a subset 
of X .  H,,,(Y) is defined to be the algebra of continuous functions on Y 
wliicl~ are locally approximated on Y by functions i n  A .  The elemer~ts o f  
this algebra are called A-holoniorl~hic firtictioils on Y of cluss 1. 
Clearly this process of local approximation can be iterated transfinitely. 
For any ordinal r, Lct H,,,(Y) be the algebra of continuous functions 
locally approxirnable on Y by functions in ( U,<. H,,,(Y)). For cardir~ality 
reasons, the process terminates at some ordinal / I .  
Definition 3.5. H,,,(Y) is called the algebra of A-I~oloi~torj~l~ic jlr ~ctiorls 
on Y o /  c1us.s 1'. 1-l,(Y) = ll,,,,(Y) denotes the algcbra of all A-liolomorphic 
functions on Y, 
Natural algebras [X, A ]  are known with thc property that 
Suppose X is a cornpact space, [X, A ]  is a natural algebr-a and A A . l ( ~ )  
is the uniform closure of E-I,,,(X) in  C(X). I f  B is a uniformly closed sub- 
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algebra of C(X) such that A c B c &,,(x), then is the homomorphism 
space of B still X? In particular, is [X, RA,,(X)] a natural algebra? Let M 
be the homomorphism space of B .  
follows from Rossi's Local Maximum Modulus Theorem. a E M implies 
a I A = 6, for some unique point x E X. Define p: M -+ X by setting p(o) = x. 
p is a continuous map and p(S,) = x. Define h E C(M) by l(o) = h(p(o)), 
for any continuous function Iz E C(X) .  Then 
(0 L C X  * ~ ~ l l ~ ~ L ~ =  ~ / h ~ p - l L ;  
(ii) f E A =.f? = f (f denotes f as an element of B). 
Suppose g~ B. Then there exists g,, E H,,,(X) such that g,-+g on X. Thus 
g,, = lim JljV uniformly on Klj, 1 S j  5 ~n,,, where A I j , ~ A  and vll,..., f( ,,,,, 
cover X. By (i), {xjv}m ,is a uniform Cauchy sequence in C(p-'VIj). For 
a E p- Ktj, we have lim, j;lj,(a) = lim,f,lj,(p(a)) = g,,(p(a)) = g",,(a)). Hence, by 
(ii), fl,=limf',jv uniformly on p-' Vnj, 1 =<jsnz,,, n =1,2, ... . Since p is onto, 
p - l ~ n l ,  ~ . . , P - l ~ l r , l , ,  cover M. So g " , ~  HB,,(M). Again (i) shows that 
{ ~ f , } ~ = P = ,  is uniformly Cauchy on M. A check of pointwise limits will show 
&-+g uniformly on M or equivalently ~ " E R ~ , , ( M ) .  Suppose now that 
a E M\X so that p(o) # a.  Then there exists g E B such that g(a) # g(p(a)) 
= g(p(a)) = ~(cT). But E Ij,(M), sog- g" E RB,,(M). This is a contradiction, 
since g = g" = g on X 2 6(%,,(M)) = 6(A), by 3.3, implies g" = g on M. 
This intriguingly simple argument of F. Quigley was expanded by him 
to show that: if A c B c RA(X), then the homomorphism space of B is X. 
Let [X, A] be a natural algebra on a Hausdorff space X and suppose R 
is a subset of X. Let B c HA(R). 
Definition 3.6. A set G c R is said to be B-convex if for every compact 
set K c G, hull& is compact and contained in G. If Q is HA(Q)-~011ve~, 
then R is said to be A-holomorplzicnlly convex. 
Open Q contained in X are A-holomorphically convex if and only if the 
system [a, H,(R)] is natural. This fact follows from a generalization of the 
Oka convexity theorem. We wish to state this result to show the remarkable 
connection of this fieId with the theory of several complex variables. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be aiz open srrbset of X. I f  G is nrzy A-holonzorphi- 
cnlly convex s~ibset of 9 ,  then 
C" = {(o, h,(a)) : o E C and HA(Q) = { h A  : /? E A)) 
is A @ P-cotzvex irz X x CA, where P is the algebra of poly~~o~~zinls  on 
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c". r f G  c X x cA is A @  P-convex in X x c", then G is  A-holo~~~orphiccrlly~ic~~lly 
cot? vex. 
For certain open sets R in X which are A-liolomorphically convex, it is 
possible to construct a function g~ HA(R)  such that 11 g llunn = co 
for every open set U that meets the boundary of R .  Also, the notion of 
A-analytic varieties can be formulated in much the same manner as in several 
complex variables, their A-convexity studied and uniform algebras defined 
on them. 
Much of tlie arguments depend upon the following local lnaximum 
modulus result. 
Theorem 3.3. If [C, A] is a natural algebra, then each independent 
point of H,(C) is an  independent point of [ & A ] .  
4. Ringed Spaces Defining Unijornz ~ 1 ~ e b r . a ~ ~  
Whereas inverse limits are the natural bridge from f~~nct ion  algebras 
to uniform algebras, tlie natural structure to  bridge the theory of functions 
of several complex variables and uniform algebras seems to be the ringed 
space. 
Using tlie work of Quigley we formulate the connection as follows: 
Definition 4.1. A pair ( X ,  A) is a ringed space if it is a subsheaf of rings 
with identity of the sheaf of germs of continuous functions on the space X. 
Let T ( U ,  A) denote the sections over an open subset U c X relative to A. 
If 6 E r ( U ,  A), then there exists an open neighborhood V of u E U and a 
continuous function g on Vsuch that g ( u )  = g,,, the germ of g at Lr. By 
defining $(LI) (LI)  = g(u )  we obtain uniquely a continuous function on U .  
For T(U, A), let A ( U )  denote all fi~nctions obtained in this fashion. f E A ( U )  
is called an (X, A)-kolor~zorphic finctiott on U .  If X is locally compact, 
then call ( X ,  A) a coinpact-ol~en cornplete ringecl s l~ace provided that A ( U )  
is closed in C ( U )  in the compact-open topology on C ( U )  for all open subsets 
U c X .  
Theorem 4.1. Let X be  a locally connected Hausclorff space and 
( X ,  A) a ringed space. Then  a necessary and s~rf icient  condition that A ( U )  
be quasi-analytic (vcinishing on an  open subset implies vanishing every- 
where) for al l  open connectecl subsets U c X is that  A be a Ha~rsrlorff sheaf. 
In particular, such Hausdorff sheaves have no  zero divisors, This theorem 
makes possible the notion of A-analytic continuation and domains of 
existence in the framework of ringed spaces. Results have been obtained 
along those lines. 
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It is perfectly clear how the concept of ringed space provides a generic 
geometric context for the algebras which were previously touched upon. 
What is more, it is adaptable to a discussion of generalized meromorphic 
fi~nctions. 
Definition 4.2. Let (X, A )  be a ringed space. Let E, be the set of ele- 
ments of the stalk A,  above x in A that are not zero divisors. A ,  can be 
embedded in a quotient ring B, wit11 identity in which the units are 
precisely the elements in E,. Let F, be the set of germs in E, which 
do not belong to the closure of the zero subsheaf of A. Each F, is multi- 
plicatively closed. Let M, be the set of all 6 E B, such that b = st-  where 
s E A,  and t E F,. In a natural fashion, M = U, . . M ,  becomes a sheaf 
of rings called the slieaf of fractions of' A .  Let U be open in X and 
4 E r(U, M). Let S 4  = (11 E U : for all s E A,, and t E F, with 4(ti) = st - 
we have t (u)  -- 0).  S$ is closed and nowhere dense in U .  With 4 we associate 
a function F 4  E C(U \ S4) called the merolnorphic firnction on U associateiE 
1vitIz d). 
Theorem 4.2. Let (X, A )  be a ringed space. Let M be the sllenf of fiac- 
tions of A.  For each x E X ,  let L, = ( 6  E M :  6 = st-' and t(x) # 0).  L, is 
contnined in  M,, L = U L, is a sheaf of local rings which can be coizsidered 
a strbsheaf i n  wlziclz we caiz elnbed A of the slrerrf of germs of contiiluous 
f~rnctions. Ij'  4 E r ( U ,  L), the12 M 4  = /ZI. Thzrs L(U) c C(U). 
5. Holonzorphic Behavior in  Unijorni Algebrass 
The preceding three sections focused on general perspectives in the study 
of uniform algebras. But just as specific properties of the boundary value 
algebra on the unit disk furnished much of the motivation to seek like 
properties in general function algebras, most probably an analogously 
pregnant source for uniform algebra is provided by the uniform algebra 
of holomorphic fitnctioiis of open subsets on the complex plane. Since 
one of the more striking results about the bortndary value algebras is Wermer's 
Maximality Theorem, perhaps a similar maximality theorem can be in- 
vented at the outset. 
Definition 5.1. A i~niform algebra A on a Hausdorff space X is said 
to be 
(ij Liouville, if the only boundcd filnctions in A are the constant functions 
(i.e. B(A)  = C); 
( i i )  Montel, if bounded subsets of A are relatively compact; 
(iii) W i t h o ~ f t  topological zero divisors, if there exists a normilig family 
.K for A such that A I K for K E X  is without topological zero divisors 
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in the sense of normed algebras (i.e., there does not exist a sequence (zr,,) 
of elements of norm I corresponding t o  any element 2 1 5 0  such that 
11 Zl"21 11 -+ 0.). 
Properties (i), (ii), and (iii) have been isolated precisely because no function 
algebra enjoys these properties and because algebras of holo~norphic func- 
tions always are Montel and witho~lt topological zero divisors (certain 
interesting ones are Liouville). Also, Liouville algebras and function al- 
gebras are, in one sense at least, totally dissimilar. 
Theorem 5.1. If A is a uniforin algebra on an  open connected subset G 
of C with continuotls hornoiizorphism space G and containing the identity 
function 3 : z +  z ,  then the following stateiizents are equivalent: 
(0) A = Hol(G); 
(1) A is Monte l ;  
(2) A is without topological zero divisors. 
The next theorem shows that it is essential for the continuous homomor- 
phism space of A to be G. 
Theorem 5.2. If G is  an  open connected subset of C, then the uniform 
closure P(Gn) in C(G1I) of the polynoi~rials on Cn is topologically isomorphic 
to a separating z~fi i jorm stlbalgebra A of C(G). 
Thus, if G = hull,,,~,,G E e, then Gn = (Gn)* and Hol(G") = P(Gn). 
Hence, Hol(G1') z A c C(G) and Hol(G) $ A. But 5.l(ii) and 5.l(iii) are 
preserved by topological isomorphisms. (In the proof of Theorem 5.2, 
A is finitely generated by f,, f , ..-, f,- 3 where f, (1 5 i 5 n - 1) are 
Peano functions.) 
What now is the situation for uniform algebras on domains in C"? For 
simplicity, we restrict the discussion to uniform algebras on polydisks with 
point evaluations thereon giving the continuous homomorp11isms. 
Defidition 5.2. A uniform algebra A on a polydisk P i n  Cn is said to 
satisfy Condition (S) if constant extensions of restrictions of f~rnctions in 
Ato coordinate slices are again in A (if zO EP  and f €A, then the f~~nct ions  
0 0 z - + f ( ~ ~ ~ , z ~ ~ , ~ . . , z  ,,-,,zI,,z k+l , . . . ,~O, l )  a r e in  A, l S 1 z S n ) .  
Theorem 5.1'. Let A be a zrniforrn algebra on an  open polydisk P in  C1' 
with continarous Iromomorphism space P and containing the coordinate 
fcrnctions 9", T 2 ,  ..., 3". If A saiisfies Condition (S ) ,  then the following 
statements are eqz~ iualent : 
(0) A = Hol(P); 
(1) A is  a Montel  algebra; 
(2) A is without topological zero divisors. 
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Turning to the Liouville property, we consider the following: 
Definition 5.3. Let A be a i~niforln algebra with cr-compact continuous 
homolnorphisrn space A(A) contained in C and containing the identity 
function 9. Then A is said to satisfy 
Coizclitioti (p): if there exists a neighborhood D of p in A(A) such tliat 
for all a E D  there is an c, > 0, f, E A ,  and g, = (3' - ~ ) h ,  E Hol(W) where 
W is a neighborhood of ((z,f,(z)):z E A(A)) such tliat Reg,(z,f,(z)) < 0 
wheneverz~A(A) a n d o <  ( z -  a1 < c , .  
In particular, if p~ D c A(A) and D is open in the complex plane and 
if there is a function f E A n c ( ' ) ( D )  such that af/a.@ # 0 on D, then Con- 
dition (p) is satisfied: Let 
af f R(z )  = f (z) - f (a) + ,(a) (z - a)  + --.=(a) (2 - a) for z E D . ax c i ~  
Then there exists c, > 0 such that 
af Set L = f and ga(z, w) = - ( r  - a) (%(a))- ' ( Jv - f (a) - (a) ( 2  - '[)) . 
. a 3  
Theorem 5.3. Let A be a erniform a1gebi.a 011 a a-compact A(A) in C 
and let 9~ A. If there exists ~ E A ( A )  S Z ~ C I I  tlzat A satisfies Con(1ition ( p ) ,  
then A i s  not a Lio~ruille algebra. 
The proof of this theorem required a modification of a result of Rossi 
which depends upon the solution of a Cousin I1 problem in C". Fro111 Theorem 
5.4 we get the following characterization of the uniform algebra of entire 
functions. 
Theorem 5.4. Let A be a Lio~ruil[e a lgeb~a  on C with A(A) = C anrl 
let 2 2 ' ~  A. If A is genercrferl 171. continzto~~sl~~ rij#i.~entiab/e,fii i icfions, then 
A = Hol (C). 
For polydisks in C", a Theorem 5.4' again follows, if Condition (S) is 
assumed on A .  Furthermore, as the next exatliple shows, in this case Con- 
dition (S) cannot be omitted without some further assumption. 
Example 5.1. The unifor~n algebra of a11 continuous functions on C" 
whose restrictions to colnplex lines through the origin are entire functions 
has Cn as conti~~uous l iomo~~lorphis~i~ space, contains the coordinate 
fi~nctions, is Liouville, but is strictly larger than Hol(Ct3. 
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Theorem 5.5, If A is n singly generated Liolrville ri1gebr.n of contirllrous 
firrlctioils 012 C ,  tlzen A is topologicrrlly isontorphic to Hol(C). 
(Caution: There are singly generated Liouville algebras A wit11 A(A) setwise 
equal to C,  which are, however, strictly larger than Hol(C)!), 
It could very well be the case that every separating LiouviUe algebra of 
continuous f~~nct ions on C is topoIogically isomorphic to Hol(C) for 
some n.  On the other hand, Example 5.1 might be a counterexample. 
6. Ui l~orn?  Algebr.cis riftcl Seoe~.nl Colnplex v~ll ' i~ib/@5~ 
In order to obtain Theorein 5.4 without any assulnption about the existence 
of continuously difl'erentiable generators, it would s~~ffice to know that 
locally independent points of a separating uniform algebra A in metrizable 
A(A) are peak points for functions in B(A). This geileralization of Rossi's 
Local Peak Point Theorem seems to be inaccessible and, as in the case 
of tlte Local Peak Point Tileorern for f~u~ct ion  algebras, dependent upon 
methods of several co~nplex variable theory. A natural first step is to prove 
a generalized Arens-Calderon tl~eorem for uniform algebras. It is via the 
Arens-Calderon theorem anyhow that several colnplex variables is introduced 
into the study of function algebras. 
Definition 6.1. Let A be a uniform algebra and g = (a,;.., a , , ) ~  A". 
The joint spectrLrin a,(g) of g relative to A is 
Definition 6.2. Let A,  g be as in Definition 6.1 and let S be a subset 
of C". We define 
(i) 6(S) = lim {B(D);~",) where B(D) is the algebra of all holo- 
I > = S  
D open 
morphic fi~nctions on D and rD', are restriction maps. Thus d(S) is a 
direct liinit of &(Dl for D 3 S, D open in C ;  
(ii) JP'(o,(a)) = l i ~ n  (G(o,,,(a)) ; I*,",) where "lim" denotes an inverse 
+ 
U A ,  ( E ) ~ U A ( < )  
limit, A is an inverse limit of the Banach algebras A,, and I;", are again 
restriction maps. 
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a w~ifornl rrlgebra m7d _n = (a ,, aZ,  + . + ,  a,,) E A". 
There is a co/?ti/llrozrs representatioiz A,: /f(cr,(g)) + A sirch that 
A,( Tj )  = aj, 2Tj coorcliizute jlmctions, 1 5 j 2 ?I, a17rl A,(1) = 1. More 
particulrn~, there is n C O J ~ ~ ~ I I L I O Z I S  represetltufi011 0,: 6(oA(g)) -+ A sntis- 
fying the same conditions. (Continziitj~ is ~ r i t h  respect to tlre inversc lilllit 
topology mzcl direct topology, respect i vely.) 
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Even witli this generalized Arens-Calderon result it is not clear ]low to 
get a generaIization of Rossi's theorem. 
7. Some Opejz Q u e s t i o r ~ s ~  
A. Does the process of iterated local approximation terminate after a 
finite number of steps? In particular, if functions locally in A are in A,  is 
H A , ,  = H A , ,  or QA,, = &,? 
B. Are independent points of a natr~ral algebra [X,A] local peak points 
or strong boundary points of A in X? 
C. If A and B are separating function algebras on a compact nletrizable 
space X and the minimal boundary of A and that of B coincide, do tlie 
homomorpliism spaces of A and B coincide? 
D. Describe precisely the points of X in li~111,(X \d[X, A ] )  j(X\d[X, A]). 
E. If B(A) c [ X ,  A],  a natural algebra, separates the points of X ,  what 
is the relation between 6B(A) and d [ X ,  A]? 111cIusi01i is clear. 
F. Let A be a separating function algebra on a compact space X .  Is 
HA(AA) relatively niaxin~al in C(AA)? 
G. In Theorem 5.4' replace Condition (S) by a Inore reasonable assump- 
tion. 
H. Is every separating Liouville algebra of continuous fiinctions on C 
topologicaIly isomorphic to Hol(C1') for some rz? 
I. Is every IT-generated Liottville algebra of continuous functions on C 
topologically isomorphic to Hol (C)?  
J. Are tlie local peak points of a separating uniform algebra A with 
nietrizable continuous honiomo~*phisni space A(A) peak points for f~~iictions 
in B(A) on A(A)? 
NOTES 
1. Point separat~on on  X by funct~ons 111 A is usually incorporated into the definitions 
of uniforni and fi~nction algebras. 
2. The concepts introduced in thii section have their general orlgln in the papers [ I ]  
and [7] of Arens and Michael, respectively, on  locally rn~~ltiplicativcly convex topological 
algebras. Here they are for~iiulated for ~~niforni  algebras only. 
3. Numbered definitions and theorems all appear in the ivork of Rickart [10, 11, I'?] 
although often with differc~lt but equivalent formulations. Defin~tion 3.3 follows Quigley's 
forniulation. This concept o f  boundary was introduced carl~cr by Qu~glcy in [S']. Cond~tion 
(3.1) is cfise~~ssed by Mcycrs In [5 ] .  The elegant proof of the nat~~ralness of tlie algebra of 
HA(X) based on the natntal algebra [X, A] is due to Qu~glcy. A slightly different version of 
tlie result with a proof based on Theoren1 3.2 can be found in [I?] .  For tlic most cxtcnsrvc 
discussion of algebras of A-holomorphic functions the I-eader sho~lld colis~~lt  [IO]. 
4. Wlth the exception of the general theory of ringed spaces, all concepts which are 
defined in this section were developed by Quigley in [!I],  as is the theory alluded to in tlic 
comments after Theorem 4.1. Add~tional r c s~~ l t s  of this type are tn tlie work [lc, 171 of 
his student. M. Schauck. Also Thcorerns 4.1 and 4.2 together with detailed ramifications 
- 
are established in [9] ,  
5. The investigation of this section was motivated by [?, ,?I wlicre appear the proof of 
Theorem 5.5 and the comment of the Caution which follows. All the other thcorcms of 
this section arc the work of my stuclent, W. Mcyers, and can be f o ~ i i d  wlth ~amifications in 
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[j], It was Meyers' work which stimulated me to prepare this expository outline and which 
constituted the major portion of my talk at the Rice University Conference on Complex 
Analysis. 
6, In  an  attempt to understand an  Arens-Calderon type theorem stated in Rosenfeld 
[ I 3 ] ,  Meyers conducted a comprehensive seminar [6] on spectral theory as developed by 
Waelbroeck [ I S ] .  the or en^ 6.1 is an  outgrowth of that seminar. 
7. There is no claim to originality for this list of open questions. In one form or another 
all of them have come up in conversations among Quigley, Meyers, and myself at T~ilane 
University. 
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